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QUESTION 1

During an investigation, a computer is being seized. Which of the following is the FIRST step the analyst should take? 

A. Power off the computer and remove it from the network. 

B. Unplug the network cable and take screenshots of the desktop. 

C. Perform a physical hard disk image. 

D. Initiate chain-of-custody documentation. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following tools should an analyst use to scan for web server vulnerabilities? 

A. Wireshark 

B. Qualys 

C. ArcSight 

D. SolarWinds 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 3

A company\\'s blocklist has outgrown the current technologies in place. The ACLs are at maximum, and the IPS
signatures only allow a certain amount of space for domains to be added, creating the need for multiple signatures.
Which of the following configuration changes to the existing controls would be the MOST appropriate to improve
performance? 

A. Implement a host-file-based solution that will use a list of all domains to deny for all machines on the network. 

B. Create an IDS for the current blocklist to determine which domains are showing activity and may need to be
removed. 

C. Review the current blocklist and prioritize it based on the level of threat severity. Add the domains with the highest
severity to the blocklist and remove the lower-severity threats from it. 

D. Review the current blocklist to determine which domains can be removed from the list and then update the ACLs and
IPS signatures. 

Correct Answer: D 

This is the most effective way to improve performance, as it allows you to reduce the amount of domains in the blocklist
and reduce the size of the ACLs. By reviewing the blocklist and removing domains that are no longer active or no longer
pose a threat, the blocklist can be reduced and the ACLs updated accordingly. This will reduce the amount of traffic and
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processing power required to manage the blocklist, and can help improve overall performance. 

 

QUESTION 4

A team of network security analysts is examining network traffic to determine if sensitive data was exfitrated Upon
further investigation, the analysts believe confidential data was compromised. Which of me following capattlnes would
BEST defend against tnts type of sensitive data eifiitraUon? 

A. Deploy an edge firewal. 

B. Implement DLP 

C. Deploy EDR. 

D. Enaypi the hard drives 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A security analyst is correlating, ranking, and enriching raw data into a report that will be interpreted by humans or
machines to draw conclusions and create actionable recommendations. Which of the following steps in the intelligence
cycle is the security analyst performing? 

A. Analysis and production 

B. Processing and exploitation 

C. Dissemination and evaluation 

D. Data collection 

E. Planning and direction 

Correct Answer: A 

Analysis is a human process that turns processed information into intelligence that can inform decisions. Depending on
the circumstances, the decisions might involve whether to investigate a potential threat, what actions to take
immediately to block an attack, how to strengthen security controls, or how much investment in additional security
resources is justified. https://www.recordedfuture.com/threat-intelligence-lifecycle- phases 

 

QUESTION 6

A malware infection spread to numerous workstations within the marketing department. The workstations were
quarantined and replaced with machines. 

Which of the following represents a FINAL step in the eradication of the malware? 

A. The workstations should be isolated from the network. 

B. The workstations should be donated for reuse. 
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C. The workstations should be reimaged. 

D. The workstations should be patched and scanned. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 7

A Chief Executive Officer (CEO) is concerned the company will be exposed lo data sovereignty issues as a result of
some new privacy regulations to help mitigate this risk. The Chief Information Security Officer (CISO) wants to
implement an appropriate technical control. Which of the following would meet the requirement? 

A. Data masking procedures 

B. Enhanced encryption functions 

C. Regular business impact analysis functions 

D. Geographic access requirements 

Correct Answer: D 

Data Sovereignty means that data is subject to the laws and regulations of the geographic location where that data is
collected and processed. Data sovereignty is a country-specific requirement that data must remain within the borders of
the jurisdiction where it originated. At its core, data sovereignty is about protecting sensitive, private data and ensuring it
remains under the control of its owner. You\\'re only worried about that if you\\'re in multiple locations. .
https://www.virtru.com/ blog/gdpr-data-sovereignty-matters- globally 

 

QUESTION 8

A proposed network architecture requires systems to be separated from each other logically based on defined risk
levels. Which of the following explains the reason why an architect would set up the network this way? 

A. To complicate the network and frustrate a potential malicious attacker 

B. To create a design that simplifies the supporting network 

C. To reduce the attack surface of those systems by segmenting the network based on risk 

D. To reduce the number of IP addresses that are used on the network 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

A company employee downloads an application from the internet. After the installation, the employee begins
experiencing noticeable performance issues, and files are appearing on the desktop. 
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Which of the following processes will the security analyst Identify as the MOST likely indicator of system compromise
given the processes running in Task Manager? 

A. Chrome.exe 

B. Word.exe 

C. Explorer.exe 

D. mstsc.exe 

E. taskmgr.exe 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Which of the following command line utilities would an analyst use on an end-user PC to determine the ports it is
listening on? 

A. tracert 

B. ping 

C. nslookup 

D. netstat 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A security analyst is generating a list of recommendations for the company\\'s insecure API. 

Which of the following is the BEST parameter mitigation...? 

A. Implement parameterized queries. 

B. Use effective authentication and authorization methods. 

C. Validate all incoming data. 

D. Use TLs for all data exchanges. 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

Which of the following will allow different cloud instances to share various types of data with a minimal amount of
complexity? 

A. Reverse engineering 

B. Application log collectors 

C. Workflow orchestration 

D. API integration 

E. Scripting 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A security analyst at a technology solutions firm has uncovered the same vulnerabilities on a vulnerability scan for a
long period of time. The vulnerabilities are on systems that are dedicated to the firm\\'s largest client. Which of the
following is MOST likely inhibiting the remediation efforts? 

A. The parties have an MOU between them that could prevent shutting down the systems 

B. There is a potential disruption of the vendor-client relationship 

C. Patches for the vulnerabilities have not been fully tested by the software vendor 

D. There is an SLA with the client that allows very little downtime 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 14

An information security analyst on a threat-hunting team is working with administrators to create a hypothesis related to
an internally developed web application. The working hypothesis is as follows: 

1.

 Due to the nature of the industry, the application hosts sensitive data associated with many clients and is a significant
target. 

2.

 The platform is most likely vulnerable to poor patching and inadequate server hardening, which expose vulnerable
services. 
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3.

 The application is likely to be targeted with SQL injection attacks due to the large number of reporting capabilities within
the application. 

As a result, the systems administrator upgrades outdated service applications and validates the endpoint configuration
against an industry benchmark. The analyst suggests developers receive additional training on implementing identity
and access management, and also implements a WAF to protect against SQL injection attacks. Which of the following
BEST represents the technique in use? 

A. Improving detection capabilities 

B. Bundling critical assets 

C. Profiling threat actors and activities 

D. Reducing the attack surface area 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 15

An application development company released a new version of its software to the public. A few days after the release,
the company is notified by end users that the application is notably slower, and older security bugs have reappeared in
the new release. The development team has decided to include the security analyst during their next development cycle
to help address the reported issues. Which of the following should the security analyst focus on to remedy the existing
reported problems? 

A. The security analyst should perform security regression testing during each application development cycle. 

B. The security analyst should perform end user acceptance security testing during each application development
cycle. 

C. The security analyst should perform secure coding practices during each application development cycle. 

D. The security analyst should perform application fuzzing to locate application vulnerabilities during each application
development cycle. 

Correct Answer: A 
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